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Significant savings in both time and 
money can be achieved by following 
some localisation best practices. 
Even if you don't have such plans, 
a small effort up front can make 
things considerably easier should 
your plans change in future versions 
of your application.

These will also ensure you get the 
highest quality localised product for 
less cost and less time.

Globalising and Localising

Globalisation

Localisability

Localisation

The process of developing world-ready applications 
can be divided into three distinct parts:

You can release to market faster. 
No additional development is necessary to localise an 
application once the initial version is complete.

Your application is easier to maintain. 
If you build the localised version of your application 
from the same set of sources as the original version, 
only isolated modules need localisation. Consequently, 
it is easier and less expensive to maintain code while 
including world-readiness. The key to this aspect of 
designing software rests in using resource files for the 
localised versions of the application.

Optimal use of resources. 
Carrying out the work during the original development 
process requires fewer resources than if you add the 
support after the initial development work starts. 
Retrofitting or engineering hard coded software after 
the source has been compiled will typically result 
in increased costs and longer schedules all the way 
around. Additionally, in this retrofitting stage, you 
may introduce new bugs that were not present before 
the work was started. The localisation of your product 
begins after the developer has compiled the source 
files in the original language.
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Localisation is the process of adapting a globalised 
application, which you have already tested and 
passed for localisability, to a target culture/locale. The 
localisation process refers to translating the application 

user interface (UI) and adapting graphics for a target 
culture/locale so that the functionality of the source 
language is maintained intact.

Globalisation is creating or developing an application 
that can correctly display international characters, 
in varying formats, and also process any data in a 
given alphabet or script, that the user may input. A 
basic example is rendering an address field so that 
the postcode field can accept letters and numbers 
as opposed to the US zip code where only numbers 
are needed. In the design stage, being aware of these 
types of issues will make the localisation process 
much more efficient.

This process involves:

 � Identifying the culture/locale that must be supported
 � Designing features which support those cultures/

locales
 � Writing code that functions equally well in any of the 

supported cultures/locales

Globalisation adds support for input, display, and 
output of a defined set of languages that relate to 
specific geographic areas. These will have certain rules 
relating to date and time formatting, sorting rules and 
currencies, for example.

Localisability is the intermediate process that verifies 
that an application is ready for localisation. If you 
designed and developed your application with an eye 
towards localisation, this phase will primarily consist of 
localisability testing. Otherwise, it is during this phase 
that you will discover and fix bugs in the source code 
that will cause problems during localisation.

Localisability ensures that you have have globalised 
your application for localisation and in doing so, have 
separated as much of the User Interface (UI) text from 
the application code as possible. Ideal localisability 
results in source code you will not have to modify 
during localisation.

In theory, you should be able to localise your 
application by changing only the data block. The code 
block should remain the same for all languages. The 
milestones and key points in creating successful world-
ready design and subsequent localisation success are:

• Separation of the code block from the data block
• Application's ability to accurately read data 

regardless of the culture/locale
• Once localisability is complete, your application is 

ready for localisation.

Globalisation

Localisability

Localisation
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Cultural and Political Issues

Sensitivity towards cultural and political issues is an especially 
important topic when developing world-ready applications. In 
general, these items would not prevent your application from 
running; instead, they are items that may create such negative 
feelings about the application that customers may seek 
alternatives from other companies.

Best Practices for Globalisation and Localisation
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Avoid culture-specific images
A common example of this mistake 
from earlier UIs is the use of the rural 
mailbox found in the United States as 
an icon for mail. This type of mailbox is 
unfamiliar to some cultures outside of 
the United States.

Avoid showing 
flesh, body parts, or 
gestures.
Exposure of some body parts 
in one culture might not be 
acceptable in another. Also, 
using hand gestures can 
present problems since an 
innocent hand gesture in one 
culture can have an offensive 
interpretation in another.

Gender
Beware of gender-specific roles and stereotypes 
in other cultures. The roles for men and women 
vary across cultures. Also, the portrayed 
ethnicity or race of an individual can also present 
problems. If displaying a graphic showing people, 
it is safer to use one that does not indicate a 
particular sex, race, or ethnicity.

Religion
As with race and ethnicity, be very 
cautious about employing the use of 
religious symbolism. Some symbols 
can be innocuous in some cultures 
and sacrilegious in others.

Political symbols
Avoid graphics such as 
flags or currency and 
exercise caution when 
including maps that 
include disputed political 
boundaries or contentious 
location names.

Graphics
Graphics that include embedded 
text are expensive and timely to 
localise, as they generally require the 
localisation vendor to manually edit 
the graphic.
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Separate code from data

The greatest aid to localisation is to separate localisable 
resources from application source code. Isolate all user 
interface elements from the program source code. 
Put them in resource files, message files, or a private 
database. Separating these resources from source code 
eliminates the need to recompile source code. However, 
resources that do not require localisation should be kept 
separate from those that do.

Write all resources in standard Windows resources 
format and do not hard-code strings in the source code.

Word Order

Do not build strings at run time by stripping or 
concatenation. Avoid text that is compiled dynamically 
at run time, either by concatenating multiple strings 
or by removing characters from static text. Word order 
varies by language, so dynamic composition of text in 
this manner requires code changes to localise to some 
languages.

Similarly, avoid composing text using multiple insertion 
parameters in a format string because the insertion 
order of the arguments changes when translated to 
some languages.

Expansion

 � Size the UI to accommodate the largest localised 
version of the content.

 � Keep in mind that dialog boxes often expand in 
foreign languages. For example, a large dialog box 
that occupies the entire screen in low-resolution 
mode may require resizing to an unusable size when 
localised. This is an example of an English dialog box 
that would prove difficult to localise into German for 
example because there is very little extra space to fit 
the longer German language.

Capitalisaton, Uppercasing and 
Lowercasing 

Some languages do not have a one-to-one mapping 
between upper- and lowercase characters. For example:

 � European French accented characters lose their 
accents in uppercase (é becomes E). However, 
French-Canadian accented characters keep their 
accents (é becomes É).

 � The uppercase equivalent of the German ß is SS.
 � Most non-Latin scripts do not even use the concept 

of lower- and uppercase. For example: Chinese, 
Japanese, and Thai Double-Byte Character Sets 
(DBCS)

Because Chinese, Japanese, and Korean contain more 
than 256 characters, a different scheme, based on the 
concept of code pages that contain 256 code points, 
needed to be developed. The result was Double-Byte 
Character Sets (DBCS).

In DBCS, 2 bytes represents each character. For 
programming awareness, a set of points, which are 
set aside to represent the first byte of the set, are not 
valued unless they are immediately followed by a 
defined second byte. DBCS required code that would 
treat these pairs of code points as one character.

Technical Issues
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Hard-Coded Font Names

With the use of Unicode, we now deal with thousands 
of different characters instead of hundreds. Most fonts 
do not cover all of the Unicode character set. Thus 
if you hard code a font name that displays English 
characters and not Japanese, all of your localised 
Japanese text will display incorrectly. Another reason 
not to hardcode font names is that the font you want 
may not be on the system that is displaying your text.

Hard-Coded Font Sizes

Some scripts are more complex than others. They need 
more pixels to be displayed properly. For example, 
most English characters can be displayed on a 5x7 grid, 
but Japanese characters need at least a 16x16 grid to 
be clearly seen. Whereas Chinese needs a 24x24 grid, 
Thai only needs 8 pixels for width but at least 22 pixels 
for height. Thus, it is easy to understand that some 
characters may not be legible at a small font size.

9Localisation Best Practices
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Line and Word Breaks

Line-breaking and word-wrapping algorithms are 
important to text parsing as well as to text display. 
Western languages typically follow patterns that break 
lines on hyphenation rules or word boundaries and that 
break words based on white space (spaces, tabs, end-
of-line, punctuation, and so on.).

However, the rules for Asian DBCS languages are 
quite different from the rules for Western languages. 
For example, unlike most Western written languages, 
Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and Thai do not necessarily 
distinguish one word from the next word by using 
a space. The Thai language does not even use 
punctuation.

For these languages, world-ready software applications 
cannot conveniently base line breaks and word-
wrapping algorithms on a space character or on 
standard hyphenation rules. They must follow different 
guidelines.

Keyboards

Keyboard layouts change according to culture/locale. 
Some characters do not exist in all keyboard layouts. 
When assigning shortcut-key combinations, make 
sure that you can reproduce them using international 
keyboards.

Because each culture/locale may use a different 
keyboard, consider using numbers and function keys 
(F4, F5, and so on) instead of letters in shortcut-key 
combinations.

Although you do not need to localise number and 
function-key combinations, they are not as intuitive for 
the user as letter combinations. Some shortcut keys 
may not work for each keyboard layout in a particular 
culture/locale. For example, some cultures/locales use 
more than one keyboard, such as Eastern Europe and 
most Arabic-speaking countries/regions.

Unicode

Unicode is a 16-bit international character encoding 
that covers values for over 45,000 characters (with 
room for over a million more). Unicode text is usually 
easier to process than text in other encodings. It also 
eliminates the need to keep track of which characters 
are encoded and the need to keep track of the encoding 
schema that produced the characters.

Using Unicode encoding to represent all international 
characters enables Windows to support over 64 scripts 
and hundreds of languages.

Recycle text from translation memories

If your application or a similar application has been 
previously localised, you can use a localisation tool to 
import previous translations for recycling. This could 
reduce the cost of localisation by reducing the number 
of strings a localiser needs to translate.
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Addresses

There is no standard address format, so input fields and 
the routines that process address information should 
be able to handle a variety of formats. For example, a 
common mistake is to require visitors to enter text in a 
field labeled "State". While this makes sense to people 
located in the United States, it confuses visitors from 
other regions where "State" is not part of an address.

You must also be flexible when performing validity 
checks of the data entered by a user. For example, do 
not assume that the ZIP-code or postal code has a 
particular format or length, or that it is comprised of 
only digits.

For example, Canadian postal codes consist of two 
groups of three characters, such as "M5R 3H5"; a 
French postal code is a five-digit number, as in 92300. 
In some regions, a region code may precede the postal 
code (e.g., F-92300).

Currency

 � Currency formatting must take into consideration 
these following elements:

 � Currency symbol — This can be a pre-defined symbol 
like the European Euro '€' or a combination of letters 
like the use of 'DM' for Germany's Deutsch Mark.

 � Currency symbol placement — It can be either 
placed before or after the digits.

 � Negative-amount display — Several of the ways to 
display negative amounts are:

Formatting Conventions Region

-£5.00 United Kingdom, France

kr -123.4 Denmark

€ 123- Netherlands

($5.00) United States
 

Formatting Issues
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Dates

Date formatting is not uniform throughout the world. 
Although each date displays the day, month, and year, 
their presentation-order and separators vary greatly. 
In fact, there can be many differences between regions 
within the same country. For July 6th, 2004 you can 
have the following combinations, depending on the 
language:

Language Short Date Format

English (U.S.) 7/6/04

Spanish (Spain) 6/7/04

Japanese 04/7/6

In addition to date formatting, you may need to adapt 
your application to function with a variety of calendars. 
Although the Gregorian calendar is in widespread use, 
some editions of Windows support other calendars, 
such as the Hijri calendar.

Numerals

There are six major considerations when dealing with 
numeric values:

 � Thousands separator — In the United States, the 
character is a comma (,). In Germany, the character 
is a period (.). Thus one thousand twenty-five is 
displayed as (1,025) in the United States and (1.025) 
in Germany.

 � Decimal separator — In the United States, the 
character is a period (.). In Germany, the character 
is a comma (,). Thus one thousand twenty-five and 
seven tenths is displayed as (1,025.7) in the United 
States and (1.025,7) in Germany.

 � Displaying negative numbers — Instead of the 
negative sign (-) appearing at the beginning of the 
number, the negative sign (-) may instead appear at 
the end of the number. Alternatively, you can display 
the number with parentheses around it or even in a 
colour such as red. 

Percentages

Because you can write it several ways, you should never 
assume that you can hard-code the percent sign. For 
example:

 � 98%
 � 98 %
 � 98 pct
 � %98

Paper Sizes

The U.S. paper sizes (letter or legal) are not used outside 
of the U.S. Europe and Asia use a slightly larger standard 
known as A4 (297 x 210 mm), which is a little longer and 
narrower than the U.S. paper size (279 x 216 mm).

If your application needs to print, you should make it 
possible for the default paper size to be configurable.
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Telephone Numbers

The formatting of telephone numbers, along with 
address, varies widely among geographic regions. Thus, 
input fields and the routines that process telephone 
numbers should be able to handle various formats.

For example, the table below displays different formats 
used throughout the world:

Region Telephone Number Format

China 1234 5678

France 01-23-45-67-89

Poland (12) 345.67.89

Singapore 123 4567

Thailand (01) 234-5678 or (012) 34-5678

United Kingdom 0123 456 7890 or 01234 567890

United States (123) 456 7890

Thus, when designing and coding for display and 
storage of telephone numbers, do not assume one 
given format, but leave it very free flowing.

Time

Consider the following issues when displaying time:

Chinese for Taiwan 下午 01:25:52

US 1:26:28 PM

France 13:27:19

The use of either a 12-hour or a 24-hour clock — Most 
European and Asian cultures/locales use the 24-hour 
clock instead of the 12-hour AM/PM model used in the 
United States. In addition, some regions render the AM/
PM designation in the language of the region, and it 
may precede or follow the time.

Units of Measure

You must make sure that your application can display 
measurements in different systems. Also, make sure 
it is clear to the user which system the application is 
using for display as Europe and Asia use the metric 
system.
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Localisability testing verifies 
that you can easily translate the 
user interface of the program to 
any target language without re-
engineering or modifying code. 

Localisability testing catches bugs normally found 
during product localisation, so localisation of 
the program is required to complete this test. As 
such, localisability testing is essentially a hybrid of 
globalisation testing and localisation testing. Successful 
completion of localisability testing indicates that the 
product is ready for localisation. You can use pseudo-
localisation to avoid the time and expense of true 
localisation. Pseudo-localisation is perhaps the most 
cost-effective way of finding localisability bugs and is 
performed as follows:

 
 
 

Run a pseudo-localised version of a 
program

The most effective way to perform pseudo-localisation 
is to modify the program's resources automatically. For 
example, here is what English-speaking localisers do 
when they translate a program's UI:

 � For a, use à or å
 � For c, use ĉ or ç
 � For n, use ń or ñ.

Add extra characters to your resource strings. In many 
cases translated text is longer than the English original 
("some string" becomes "+++some string+++").

Stretch your dialog boxes. Localisers usually do this 
when the string length grows due to localisation.

Make your substitution using multi-lingual Unicode (as 
resource strings are stored as Unicode anyway). This 
will help you find places where the program utilises 
ANSI functions to process or display text.

After you pseudo-localise your program, test its 
functionality. Pseudo–localised applications should 
function no differently than the original version.

Localisability Testing
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Perform code review

Be sure the code meets the following requirements:

 � Write all resources in standard Windows resources 
format and do not hard-code strings in the source 
code.

 � Do not use pointer arithmetic for string-length 
calculations, access to string elements, or string 
manipulations.

 � Do not build strings at run time by stripping or 
concatenation.

 � Resources do not make assumptions about string 
buffer length.

 � Do not position UI controls at run time.
 � Icons and bitmaps do not contain text.
 � No assumptions exist on drive and folder names or 

registry keys.

Localisation Testing

Localisation translates the product UI and occasionally 
changes some initial settings to make it suitable 
for another region. Localisation testing checks the 
quality of a product's localisation for a particular 
target culture/locale. This test is based on the results 
of globalisation testing, which verifies the functional 
support for that particular culture/locale. Localisation 
testing can be executed only on the localised version 
of a product. Localisability testing does not test for 
localisation quality.

The test effort during localisation testing focuses on:

 � Basic functionality tests
 � Setup and upgrade tests run in the localised 

environment
 � Areas affected by localisation, such as UI and 

content
 � Validation of all application resources
 � Verification of linguistic accuracy and resource 

attributes
 � Typographical errors
 � Consistency checking of printed documentation, 

online help, messages, interface resources, 
command-key sequences, etc.

 � Confirmation of adherence to system, input, and 
display environment standards

 � User interface usability
 � Assessment of cultural appropriateness
 � Checking for politically sensitive content
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